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A message from the CEO

There are four players on the fringes of our

chemical tanker segment: Navig8, Team

Tankers (Eitzen), Nordic and Chembulk,

all owned by fee-driven money managers.

Some are new to our segment; others have

been in it for a while, having participated

in some sort of debt restructuring. All four

owners have at least one thing in common:

their focus is on realising a short-term

return on their investment, not on providing

long-term supply of transportation services. 

There is enormous hype in the market

these days about the expected surge in

methanol exports out of the US and what

a fantastic chemical tanker market that

volume will create. What fascinates me

are the discrepancies between the market

reports generated by independent analysts

and those of the analysts at banks and

brokerage firms. Not surprisingly, the

independent analysts – along with us –

are worried about the outlook for the next

three years, given the large order book

(28% of the current fleet). In contrast, the

analysts who work for the ship brokerage

firms and banks are quite bullish, pointing

to the large volumes of methanol that are

expected to flow from the US Gulf to Asia.

If I were one of the owners of the above-

mentioned shipping companies, I would

cash out now, based on the hype, rather

than betting on expectations that are

unlikely – at least in my opinion – to

materialise. I might also explore the

opportunity to merge with one of the other

three players. A consolidation story is

always good for prospective investors.

Port and berth congestion is a major

problem in our business and it’s only

getting worse. Our ships spend more than

40% of their time in port – loading and

discharging and, increasingly, waiting for

an open berth. Historically, this figure has

been in the low 30s. Much of the problem

can be traced to a lack of investment in

infrastructure that would enable terminals

to handle ships faster and more efficiently.

Because of the weak shipping market,

owners have been unable to pass on to

charterers the additional costs that result

from these extended waiting times and

delays. In turn, charterers have little

incentive to demand the necessary

infrastructure improvements from the

terminal companies where they store

their products. So ships often wait days to

get into a terminal, without being fairly

compensated. I believe the situation will

improve. Not only are we building

additional jetties at some of our terminals

but other operators are, too. That will

eventually lead to reduced waiting times.

Less port time is a positive development

for everyone in the long term, though

there may be short-term pain. If the

waiting times revert to the low 30s again,

that is the equivalent of an additional

18% of tonnage available to the market,

in addition to the 28% in the current

order book! 

In the meantime, committed owners like

us need to continue to focus on managing

our business for the long term. A big part

of that focus is on operational excellence.

Our customers need more than just a ship;

they need an organisation that can deliver

the quality, reliability and flexibility they

demand. After safety for people and the

environment, this is our first priority, not

only at Stolt Tankers but at Stolthaven

Terminals and Stolt Tank Containers, too.

We have completed the move of our Stolt

Tankers trading office from Connecticut to

Houston. Our operational and commercial
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people now have better access to our

ships and our customers, not to mention

each other, and we are saving money,

too. But this transition was more than just

an office relocation – it was the passing

of the torch to a new generation of

shipbrokers and operators who are now

together with people who moved with us

from Connecticut. I recently visited our

Houston offices and, I must say, it was

refreshing to see both new and familiar

faces working together. I am very happy

with how it all has worked out.

The world in which we live seems more

uncertain than ever. The climate is

changing and, regardless of what one

believes is the cause, pressure is mounting

on politicians to do something. The

humanitarian crisis from the turmoil that

now stretches from the Near East all the

way to North Africa is causing a refugee

crisis of dimensions not seen since the last

world war. The sheer number of people

coming into Europe will undoubtedly have

an impact on European culture, while the

costs associated with that influx will put

added strain on an already weakened

economy. The economic impact of the

terrorist attacks – and the impact from

the threat of future attacks – only adds

to the strain. 

The slowdown in the Chinese economy

comes as no surprise but not knowing

how far it will fall creates more than a

little discomfort. Probably the biggest

uncertainty is the unknown outcome of

monetary policy in the US and, more

recently, Europe. Growth and inflation

have not materialised as governments

hoped when they printed money and

made it almost free to borrow. There

are no more tools in the tool shed.

And there is not much more that can be

done if, or more likely when, the next

recession strikes. From the perspective of

Stolt-Nielsen Limited, now more than ever

is the time to run a tight ship with a strong

balance sheet and healthy liquidity.

Congratulations to Mark Martecchini,

who was confirmed as President of Stolt

Tankers on October 1, 2015, and to Paolo

Enoizi, who was similarly confirmed as

Managing Director, Shipowning. Both

had previously served in interim roles.

I am also pleased to announce the

appointment of Bapsy Dastur as our new

General Counsel since September 2015. 

At Stolthaven Terminals, congratulations

to Steve Walker, who has been named

Global SHEQ Manager, effective from

November 1, 2015.

Because of the diligent and excellent

work by the people at Stolt-Nielsen Limited,

we are a stronger Company at the end of

2015 than we were at the beginning of the

year, which is always a good sign. I want

to thank each of you for your contribution

to our Company. I hope you will have the

opportunity to be with your family during

the holidays and, for our seafarers who are

away from their families, a special thought

goes to you.

Merry Christmas and Happy New Year!

Niels G. Stolt-Nielsen

December 2015

Stolten
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Avance Gas Hull 1077, the seventh of eight sister
ships in the Wind class, was named Chinook in
Singapore on October 15. 
Susan Snowden, Stolt-Nielsen’s Senior

Corporate Reporting Manager, is Godmother to
the 53,700 dwt Chinook, a fitting choice as her
involvement with Avance Gas goes back to its
early beginnings in 2007. 
Susan took charge of establishing Avance Gas’s

early accounting structure and implementing its

systems, which were crucial in bringing it through
its first acquisition, of Stolt Avance, and through
various mergers and acquisitions. She was also
instrumental in taking the Company public on the
Oslo Stock Exchange in 2014.
Measuring 226 metres in length, 36.6 metres

breadth and 22.2 metres deep, Chinook is a very
large gas carrier (VLGC) with capacity for 83,000
cubic metres of liquid petroleum gas (LPG), which
is carried on board at a temperature of minus 50°C.

The crew of 28 sailing on Chinook will have
some unique artwork to enjoy on board, thanks to
the pupils of Norrevangs School, which is situated
in the small village of Morrum in south-east
Sweden.
The ship is named after a foehn wind which

appears in the plains west of the Rocky Mountains
in North America, over southern Alberta in
Canada. She and her seven sister ships were
originally ordered from the Jiangnan Changxing
Shipyard in China by Frontline 2012 Ltd,
which itself became a shareholder in Avance
Gas Holding Ltd (AGHL) in 2013, along with
Stolt-Nielsen Gas and Sungas Holdings. The
agreement included the purchase of the eight
VLGC newbuildings by AGHL.

Susan Snowden names Avance Gas’s
seventh Wind class ship, Chinook

(l. to r.) Sabrina loo (golden ocean), carl-Uno Bäckman, captain adheesh Kumar, Susan Snowden, Tore Krogsmyr (aghl),
chief engineer Vladimirs Birjukovs, martha Boge (aghl) and Sean mccormack (Technical ship manager, northern marine).   

Tore Krogsmyr, chief commercial officer, avance gas, and
godmother Susan Snowden.     

as the champagne bottle breaks and the confetti falls,
chinook’s name is revealed.   

Mark Martecchini and Paolo Enoizi have been
confirmed as President, Stolt Tankers and
Managing Director, Shipowning respectively,
having served in these roles on an interim basis
for three months.

Confirming their appointments and wishing
Mark and Paulo success in their new positions,
Niels G. Stolt-Nielsen said: “I am confident we
will continue to enhance the performance of
Stolt Tankers under their leadership.”

Mark joined Stolt-Nielsen in Greenwich
in 1983 as Project Engineer. After holding
several positions as Shipbroker, Fleet Manager,
Director Global Accounts, Director Logistics
Services & Projects and Managing Director
Americas, he moved to Rotterdam in 2008
as Managing Director, Shipowning. Mark is
a graduate of the Webb Institute of Naval
Architecture and holds an MBA from New
York University.
Paolo joined Stolt-Nielsen in Rotterdam in

April 2008 as Manager, SNSO Newbuilding
and was appointed to Director, SNSO Technical
& Innovation in December 2013. He was
previously with the classification society ABS
and later Engineering Srl, a ship management
company in Italy. Paolo holds a degree in naval
architecture and marine engineering from the
University of Genoa.

far lefT: mark martecchini

lefT: paolo enoizi

Stolt Tankers: Mark Martecchini and 
Paolo Enoizi appointments confirmed



Stolten: You’ve been appointed President of
Stolthaven at a challenging time. Stolthaven
has more terminals, more capacity and more
employees than ever in its history. To look at
it another way, you are running a bigger and
more complex business than any president in
Stolthaven’s history. What do you see as the
key challenges?
Bessant: The main challenge is that we have
grown rapidly but we did it with a very lean
team and during a time when we faced
multiple external challenges – the global
financial crisis, just to name one. And under
those circumstances, you can focus on one
thing and do it well but, in doing so, you can’t
keep as close an eye on other areas. The
agreement made with the Board some years
ago was to grow the business. And that’s been
accomplished. But we’re no longer in the
growth phase. Yes, we will pursue certain
opportunities that support specific strategic
objectives. But the focus now is on the bottom
line and making sure we have the right people
in the right places to make it happen. The
emphasis is on operating safely, delivering
quality service to our customers and making
sure we earn a fair return on our investments
for our shareholders. It’s not rocket science,
but it will take a bit of time and effort to do it.

As background, we originally positioned
Stolthaven as a terminal business that
supported Tankers, but that positioning needs
to be adjusted. In fact, Mark [Martecchini,
President of Stolt Tankers] and I are actually
working on a new project that will address
multiple joint operational and commercial
issues, including enhanced integration where
it makes the most sense. That said, we are
now in all of the world’s key shipping hubs –
US Gulf, the ARA region of Europe, Singapore
and South Korea. So we have those hub
terminals and what we’ve got to do now is
make sure we deliver value from those assets.
I actually see Tankers as a customer of ours, in
addition to our traditional customers who are
the product owners. In fact, all ships coming
to our terminals are essentially customers. So
we’ve got to make sure we live up to the one
characteristic that distinguishes Stolthaven
from all other terminals, and that is our
mastery of the ship-to-shore interface. The fact
is, we designed our hub terminals with more
of that in mind than most of our peers. The
cross-pollination that takes place between our
Tankers and Terminals businesses gives us a
distinct competitive advantage, in terms of
managing our terminals for optimal efficiency.
And we need to fully capitalise on that.
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From 2004 to 2014, Stolthaven Terminals witnessed the most dramatic expansion
in its history, growing from five terminals with a total capacity of 940,000 cbm,
to a global network of 20 terminals with a capacity of 4.4 million cbm. Growth in
the terminals business – especially at a time when demand for quality storage is
increasing – is, obviously, good. But growth also inevitably brings challenges … 

Guy Bessant was appointed President, Stolthaven Terminals in March 2015,
having been Regional Director for Stolthaven in Asia Pacific since 2013. He began
his career at Stolt-Nielsen in 1996 as a shipbroker in Singapore, before becoming
Manager of the Company’s tanker, terminal and tank container initiatives in China.
From 2004 to 2013, he was with Bayer MaterialScience, now Covestro, and Sasol
Chemicals. Though he has spent most of his career in the tropics of Asia Pacific, he
is British by birth, with a BA in Modern Chinese Studies with Management from
the University of Leeds, a postgraduate diploma in International Commercial Law
from Northumbria University, and an MBA from the University of Strathclyde.

He is now situated in considerably less tropical Rotterdam and, as he has
held his new position for several months, Stolten thought it was time to seek out
Mr Bessant for his views from the top of the terminal business …

Guy Bessant: 
Taking the reins at Stolthaven

After rapid expansion at Stolthaven, guy Bessant explains to Stolten
how the focus now is on having the right people in the right places to
deliver a quality service to customers.

I want people to look at Stolthaven
and say: Wow. There’s an industry
leader.
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r Stolten: Challenges aside, any highlights in your
first months on the job?
Bessant: Certainly realising the potential of
the people we have around the world has
been a tremendous highlight. We have an
abundance of very talented and experienced
people. The downside is that too many of
them don’t see themselves as being part of the
global Stolthaven network. And that’s at least
partly a result of the growth and acquisitions
story. We’ve acquired terminals but haven’t
necessarily integrated them very well into the
Stolt fold. I have spent most of my career
working in a region where – being so far
from HQ – it is often difficult for people to
see where they fit in, apart from providing
information and reports when required. So
we have a lot of people with great ideas, a
lot of experience, but they don’t all feel like
they’re part of a global terminal business.
That’s one reason why we now have Marco
[Dalmeijer] in his new role as Global
Business Director – so that he can start to
consolidate those people and their knowledge
into Stolthaven as a whole. That will benefit
the Company in many ways, of course. It also
provides a channel for someone in, for
example, New Zealand, to say, “By the way,
Marco, we’ve implemented this great idea …”
And two months later we’ve put that same
idea to good use in Houston.

The other highlight has been the
realisation that while, yes, we have some
challenges, the fundamentals of this business
– and Stolthaven in particular – remain very
good. We’re in all of the major shipping
hubs. We’ve got other terminal assets in
certain key non-hub locations, which are
also adding value to the network – New
Orleans, Santos, Dagenham, Moerdijk,
Westport, Tianjin, Australia, and so on.
So we’ve got a business that is

fundamentally well positioned and we’ve got
great people, which is huge. You know, I was
away for nine years before coming back to
Stolt-Nielsen in 2013. And I realised all over
again that no one has what we have. I’m not
sure the stock price accurately reflects the
value of that. I also think that customers
don’t fully appreciate the value of our
integrated assets and logistics solutions,
which is superior to that of any other player
in this space. Some of our competitors have
parts of what we have, but no one has the
whole ensemble of assets that we do.

Stolten: Could you elaborate on that a bit?
Bessant: Well, I started my career at Stolt
but then went to the other side of the fence
for nine years where I worked for two large
chemical companies, both of which, by the
way, were customers of Stolt. At one of those

companies, I was involved in setting up their
global centre of sales and marketing support.
Looking at Stolthaven, we certainly value
our customers, but I don’t think we truly see
them for what they are, which is the driving
force behind everything we do. The customer
belongs at centre stage, always. And I think
that we sometimes lose sight of that. The
reality is that without customers, you don’t
have a business. Period. Which is precisely
why we’ve appointed Christiaan [Storm de
Grave] as Global Commercial Manager. So
Marco focuses on operational excellence, and
Christiaan focuses on commercial excellence
– putting the needs of customers first. Each
of our terminals may serve their customers
well, but who’s minding the store at the
global level? Who meets with the heads of
key accounts on a regular basis? So now
we’ve got a guy whose job it is to ensure
we’re paying attention to our customers’
needs at the global level.

Stolten: There’s a lot of hand-wringing these
days about China, weakness in the world
economy, regional instability and conflicts –
what do you see as the key drivers of the
terminal business?
Bessant: From a purely supply and demand
perspective, we’ve seen a positive impact
because of oil prices. But while oil fills up

We have grown rapidly but we did it with a very lean team and during
a time when we faced multiple external challenges.
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the tanks, oil doesn’t flow through the tanks.
So, yes, the tanks are rented and you make
money. But what you really want is for
those tanks to be filled and emptied, filled
and emptied, filled and emptied – because
that’s where you make the real money. So
it hasn’t been all bad, but it’s not as good
as it could be. We’re still predominantly a
chemicals storage company and that’s
where our strengths lie. For chemicals,
we’ve seen a mixed picture, with strong
demand and enquiries in the Americas and
Europe for storage, but a slightly weaker
than normal story in certain terminals in
Asia, mostly those with close trading links
with China.
Our global footprint also allows us to be

somewhat hedged. You mentioned China.
We’ve only got one terminal in China and,
prior to the Tianjin incident, we had been
seeing a slowdown, but that’s still only one
of 20 terminals. So if that has a bit of a
wobble, and the other 19 terminals are doing
OK, it’s not so much of an issue. On the
other hand, China’s economy is such a factor
in global trade that any kind of slowdown
can have a global ripple effect and a direct
impact on oil prices and hence our CPP
storage business, not to mention demand for
chemicals and commodities. All that said, I
think we are in a good position, in that we

are not overexposed in any particular market
– and that includes oil, by the way. Our
geographic distribution is nicely balanced,
as is our product portfolio. Though I do
think that the market overall is becoming
somewhat more challenging, considering the
overall strength – or weakness, depending on
your perspective – of the global economy.

Stolten: So what’s the one thing that keeps you
awake at night?
Bessant: Can I have more than one?

Stolten: Yes, you’re the President.
Bessant: OK, well then – safety, as always,
is definitely at the top of the list. On those
occasions when the phone rings at the wrong
time of the night, my first thought is: ‘Oh
God, what could this be?’ So it’s a constant
concern and an enormous responsibility.
I expect everyone to come to work in the
morning, do their day’s work and then return
safely to their families in the evening. That’s
all I ask, but for that to happen we all need to
work together as a team to ensure that safety
comes first, to mitigate the risks and to seek
constant improvements in safety wherever
and whenever we can, 24/7, 365 days a year.
And I am pleased to say that with Steve
[Walker] as head of Global SHEQ at
Stolthaven, we’ve got a very strong, hands-on,

experienced terminal guy now in that global
safety role.
So safety comes first, always. But it’s also

important to have a Company where employees
feel proud to work, because pride – including
pride of ownership – drives performance. As
part of this effort, we’re now in the process of
reaching out to all employees globally to ask for
their ideas and opinions. These ‘idea generation’
sessions will enable our people at all levels to
present and share ideas on how to make our
work safer and more efficient, how to improve
customer service and, ultimately, how to make
and save more money. You want good ideas?
Ask the people on the ground inside our
terminals who are doing the work day in and
day out. We need to build on our strengths,
and our people are our greatest strength.
I make an analogy with Tankers. People

in the tanker industry aspire to be like Stolt
Tankers. And I want Stolthaven to be like
Stolt Tankers in that respect. I want people
to look at Stolthaven and say: ‘Wow. There’s
an industry leader.’ Not, of course, in terms
of capacity, that’s not our aspiration, but to
look at Stolthaven as a fantastic terminal
Company – profitable, delivering outstanding
service to its customers, operated safely, and
a place where employees are proud to work.
That’s where I’d like to see us in the not-too-
distant future. 

The one characteristic that distinguishes Stolthaven from all other
terminals – our mastery of the ship-to-shore interface.
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The grand opening of Stolt Tank Containers’ new
purpose-built container storage, cleaning and
repair facility in Zhangjiagang, China, on August
31, featured a ribbon cutting and traditional lion
dance ceremony. 
Michael W. Kramer, President of STC, started

the proceedings, welcoming the guests with a
rousing speech. “This new facility is our latest
investment in China – a US$20 million
commitment to meeting the needs of customers
here in China,” he said. “Our objective is simple:
to provide high-quality door-to-door bulk liquid
transportation services that are safe, reliable,
efficient and cost effective. This new facility
enhances our ability to do just that.”
Since opening its first depot in China in 1996,

STC has built up ‘an outstanding local staff of
tank container professionals that is second to
none’, said Kramer. 
“Zhangjiagang, I’m pleased to say, is the

perfect location for our newest depot. Here
we have a city with an urban plan that brings
together the best of industry, education and

quality of life. Not only is it one of the best
planned cities in China, with an efficient
infrastructure, wide ranging parklands and even
a bicycle sharing programme, it also has one of
the most progressive chemical industrial parks
and free trade zones in China.” 
STC and Zhangjiagang are ‘a perfect match’,

he said, because the new depot is one of the
greenest and most environmentally friendly
tank container depots in the world. “The
innovations we have introduced here in terms
of tank cleaning, heating, wastewater treatment
and water usage are unmatched in the industry
–  and fully in line with the vision of
Zhangjiagang leadership and the Zhangjiagang
Chemical Industrial Park. We will serve all
customers in the park and area surrounding
Zhangjiagang in a safe and environmentally
sound manner.”
Kramer concluded with a message for STC’s

customers at the ceremony: “We designed and
built this facility for you … to help you
accomplish your goals, realise your business

objectives and ambitions. Achieving success
today means Stolt Container Terminal
Zhangjiagang operating more efficiently, more
intelligently and at all times in a manner that
is safe for people and the environment.”
Mr Zhang Lei, representing the Zhangjiagang

Free Trade Zone team, highlighted Stolt-Nielsen’s
‘worldwide leadership, concrete competence
and expertise, and global logistics capability’.
The depot will not only benefit Stolt-Nielsen

in generating revenue but is also expected to
help in further enhancing logistics for liquid
chemical manufacturing and servicing, and
providing more professional and package
services to the various enterprises in
Zhangjiagang Free Trade Zone, he said. 
“As the management committee of

Zhangjiagang Free Trade Zone, we firmly believe
in establishing a pro-commercial environment and
extending superior services,” he said. “We will
continue to support an excellent corporation like
Stolt-Nielsen to develop its business in this area.”
There was also a speech of congratulations

Grand opening at Zhangjiagang: the perfect location for STC’s
newest depot 

mr Bian dongfang, member of standing committee
zhangjiagang party committee, and michael W. Kramer shake
hands after planting a tree to commemorate the occasion.      

(l. to r.) minwei Qu, dustin callaway, greg Vinson, michael W. Kramer, mr Bian dongfang, mr Wang huizhong, mr zhang lei
and mr Ji dong.

(l. to r.) Jeff Wang, minwei Qu, darrell lee, michael W. Kramer, dustin callaway and greg Vinson.



Organisational changes and a new name have
been announced for the former Marine & Safety
Services department at Stolt-Nielsen Ship Owning
(SNSO).
The new Safety, Security, Health, Environment

and Quality (SSHEQ) department came into
being on November 1 and will be led by Peter
Bos, who has joined Stolt-Nielsen as SNSO
Global SSHEQ Manager, based in Rotterdam.
“The new name better reflects all the areas

that are covered and worked upon within the
department and is more common and as such
recognisable within the industry,” he said.
Bos has more than 18 years’ experience in

safety and quality management positions in both
Europe and the United States. Most recently,
he had been working for DEME (Dredging,
Environmental & Marine Engineering) in Belgium
since 2010, as a Group Quality, Health, Safety,
Environment and Security (QHSE-S) Manager.
Before joining DEME, he was Director Quality
Health Safety for Tebodin, and held similar roles
at GE and Allseas. 
Bos, who has a degree in OHSE from the

University of Rotterdam, has replaced Max
Peirson, who will continue to work for Tanker
Trading in Houston. 
Maite Garcia Sanchez has been appointed the

Lead Auditor/Audit Manager in the new SSHEQ
department. Her main function will be to oversee,
plan, manage and lead the ISM/ISPS, ISO 9001
and ISO 14001 audit process within SNSO. She
will manage and direct the team of SNSO internal
auditors and, in this, strive for uniformity in the
shipboard and office internal audits that are
conducted globally. Sanchez will report to
Mahesha Padmanabhan and Viacheslav Slavin,
the Marine Safety Superintendents/Auditors
based in Singapore and Houston respectively.
As Contingency, Regulatory, Environmental,

Safety and Security Manager, Ivo Verstrepen’s
main function will be to oversee and lead the
global incident and near miss management
process in SNSO; oversee monitoring and
benchmarking of safety performance, ensuring
that processes needed for the SSHEQ system are
established, implemented and maintained against
the applicable standards; oversee that
international and regional environmental

regulations and law, security regulations and
requirements, and contingency preparedness
requirements are complied with by Stolt-Nielsen
ships and shore offices; and track relevant
international and national laws affecting the
shipping industry. He will also act as the
Company Security Officer.
Verstrepen will manage and lead a team of

Safety Officers (Lincoln Garcia and Angelo
Mestidio) and a Security, Environment,
Contingency and Regulatory Officer. In addition,
Mahesha Padmanabhan and Viacheslav Slavin
will have a ‘dotted reporting line’ to him, relating
to marine safety.
Aleksandr Styskin has been appointed the

Marine & Navigation Compliance Manager and
will continue to manage and direct the team of
Marine Compliance Officers. Together with his
team, his main function is to ensure that the
vessels controlled by SNSO are operated in a safe
and efficient manner, with particular responsibility
for routine marine, navigation, cargo, tank
cleaning and bridge management operations. 
Styskin is also responsible for planning,

organising, initiating and managing fleet-wide
marine compliance and navigation audits on a
regular basis. He will focus on marine and
navigational competencies within the fleet; liaise

with vessel management teams to ensure that
bridge team members are constantly meeting their
job expectations and that adequate resources are
available to them for achieving this; ensure that
Company procedures with respect to marine and
navigation are consistent with the best practices
and highest standards present within the industry;
and assist the Sea Personnel/Training department
in identifying and augmenting marine and
navigational training needs. 
Cherice de Laat has become the SSHEQ &

Safety Culture Advisor with her main function
being to coordinate and maintain the SSHEQ
system and related SSHEQ projects. As Safety
Culture Advisor, she will assist and advise in
achieving an advanced (behavioural/people-
based) safety culture in which everyone,
regardless of position, accepts responsibility and
plays an active role in improving the safety of
their immediate environment. She will generate
culture-based projects, participate in safety
developments and encourage campaigns to
promote safe behaviours outside the workplace,
and regularly communicate on this.
Two other positions will be recruited for –

SSHEQ Department Administrator and
Contingency, Regulatory, Environmental &
Security Officer. 
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SSHEQ: new name and organisational changes

The new SSheQ team (l. to r.): front row, lincoln garcia, maite garcia Sanchez, cherice de laat and aleksandr Styskin. Back
row, angelo mestidio, peter Bos and ivo Verstrepen.  

neWS

from Mr Bian Dongfang, representing the
Zhangjiagang party committee. 
The celebration was attended by dozens of

Zhangjiagang government dignitaries, key
customers, regional suppliers, and partners and
representatives from STC and SSK, our China
domestic transport venture. 
Spanning more than 28,000 square metres,

the new facility is the largest of 16 depots
constructed, owned and operated by STC.
Beyond its sheer size, the facility benefits from
some obvious enhancements: a massive 40-tonne
capacity, rail-mounted gantry crane; loaded
container storage; and a fully automated, 45-bay
steam and hot water supplied heating station.
The facility also has eight cleaning bays, eight
repair stations and 24 survey and prep stations,
with capacity to cater for significant growth.
The depot is equipped with state-of-the-art

cleaning systems, effluent waste treatment and
thermal oxidiser, all designed and integrated to
produce the cleanest possible environment
during and after the cleaning and repair process. 
The project was completed on time, despite

delays caused by another company dumping
waste on the site early in the land preparation
process. Significant removal and replacement of
contaminated earth was required as a result, as
well as a complete rework of the Environmental
Impact Assessment protocols.
Beyond this external complication, building a

new facility in China is a complex process, more
so in an age when there is increasing pressure on
the government to be diligent and selective not
only with the projects approved but also in the
quality of the project owners. 
Stolt Tank Containers found an engaged partner

in the Zhangjiagang Chemical Free Trade Zone,

whose visionary leadership and farsighted strategic
development plans meshed perfectly with STC’s
own sustainable, network development strategy. 
Kramer said: “We salute the Zhangjiagang

Free Trade Zone team, including Mr Bian
Dongfang, Mr Wang Huizhong, Mr Zhang Lei,
Mr Ji Dong, Mr Zhang Weixing and Mr Zhang
Kuijun. Their foresight and vision have been
critical to the ultimate success of our project.” 
STC is pleased to be partnering with the FTZ

and looks forward to serving all the tenants of
the Zhangjiagang Chemical Industrial Park, most
of whom are long-term, global customers of the
Stolt-Nielsen family of companies. Zhangjiagang
has an established international containerised
port infrastructure and is less than three hours
by car from Shanghai. The growing industrial
chemical park is home to most of the chemical
industry’s giants.
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“A key objective for us is to work more
closely with the businesses,” says Holdsworth.
“We now have in place an expert team that
can partner with the operating units to add
real value. Towards that end, we are actively
building relationships with the businesses
to deliver that value, while working behind
the scenes with the Corporate Finance team
and BT to introduce banking process
efficiencies.”
Five people were recruited for the new

team, the first joining in July 2014 and the last
in June this year (see sidebar). Locating the
team in London and on European time has
distinct advantages, enabling the team to
work with Asia in the mornings and the
Americas in the afternoons, while remaining
close to SNL’s relationship bankers. Being at
SNL’s corporate office in London also puts
the Treasury team side-by-side with senior
management and the SNL Finance team.
“In its simplest form, Treasury is the group’s

internal banker,” explains Holdsworth. “We
balance the group’s cash on a daily basis,
investing or borrowing funds in the money
markets as required. And we make sure the
businesses have the right amounts of cash, in
the required currencies and in the right bank
accounts, as needed for both day-to-day
operations and significant ad hoc
transactions.
“Take the Dagenham Terminal in the UK,

for example. Dagenham has been expanding
its facilities and needed to pay for its capital
expenditures in both euros and pounds.
Treasury funded Dagenham by putting in
place internal loans whereby they could

request sterling funds to meet their capex
needs. At the same time, we transacted
foreign currency trades so that Dagenham
could pay its suppliers in the currencies
contracted.”
To put the task in perspective, Treasury

currently oversees 299 bank accounts in
34 countries with 46 banks, and last year
purchased foreign currency in excess of
US$1 billion equivalent.

That said, Holdsworth is eager to refine
Treasury’s role. “We want to be the guardians
of the cash, rather than the cashier or the
cash accountant,” she adds. “That means
managing the group’s liquidity and currency
risk across our global operations, all within a
changing regulatory environment and as part
of an organisation that is expanding into new
markets and geographic areas. And that
means broadening our focus beyond US
dollars.
“Getting money into countries with foreign

exchange regulations can be quite tricky,”
notes Holdsworth. “That’s where we draw on

Stolt-Nielsen’s new Treasury team is in place, settled in London
and focusing on some high-value goals.

High-value goals:
SNL’s new Treasury team
steps up
The appointment of Kim Holdsworth as Head of Tax & Treasury at Stolt-Nielsen Limited in late 2013
marked the beginning of a major two-part transition. On the one hand, Holdsworth’s hiring punctuated
the Company’s decision to move Corporate Treasury – long situated in Norwalk – to London. But it also
signalled SNL’s determination to enhance the value of the treasury function itself.

We balance the group’s cash on a daily basis, investing or borrowing
funds in the money markets as required.

Kim holdsworth
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our expertise and relationships to work with
in-country bankers and colleagues. Say, for
example, that STC needs rupees for
investments in India or Bitumen wants
Vietnamese dongs to purchase trucks in
Vietnam. We can’t buy these currencies in
London for delivery in India or Vietnam; we
have to send US dollars with instructions to
purchase currency locally, often only on
completion and delivery of documentation
that is compliant with local central bank
regulations.”
Close to the top of the team’s list of

projects is a review of current banking
structures and SNL’s mechanics for
purchasing and delivering currency to the
businesses.
To free up Treasury to focus on such high-

value goals, the team has turned its attention
to a number of process improvements.
Shifting the group’s mass payment processes
from Norwalk to the Group Shared Services
Center (GSSC) in Manila has been among
the first priorities, which required the building

of a new local payments team. With the
majority of supplier and marine payroll
payments now being fully processed in
Manila, Treasury is working with BT to
enhance the group’s marine payroll payments
process. 
Treasury holds to the philosophy that

‘Treasury is the banker of last resort’.
“Certain payments can’t possibly go through

a processing centre,” says Holdsworth. “High-
value payments for investment in assets or
businesses in various locations around the
world often involve complex payment
instructions and require Treasury to work
closely with our lawyers and other third
parties. These, in fact, are the areas in which
we can add significant value, by ensuring

business-critical payments reach their
destination by the negotiated deadlines.
A recent example was the payment for the
purchases of the I5 ships in September.”
Holdsworth cites this as a perfect outcome,
whereby the business was not aware of the
work required by Treasury behind the scenes;
the cash was sent, the payment instructions
were communicated and the ships were
delivered. 
‘Cash is king,’ it is said, and the constant

job of managing cash never goes away. That
said, the new Treasury team is looking to
improve processes and harness technology to
make the management of cash as smooth as
possible, making more time available to
partner with the business.

Treasury currently oversees 299 bank accounts in 34 countries
with 46 banks, and last year purchased foreign currency in excess
of US$1 billion equivalent.

The SNL Treasury Team

Olga Polozhenko, Treasury Controller
Olga was previously Treasurer and Corporate
Finance Manager with RF Hotels, the luxury hotel
chain with properties in Europe and the UK.
Before that she was Treasury Controller at BAA
(British Airports Authority). She began her career
at PriceWaterhouse Coopers. 

Benjamin Ellison, Treasury Manager
Ben was Group Treasury Manager at Colt
Technology Services, an international IT services
and telecommunications company. Prior to that,
he served as Head of Treasury at Alpha Trains and
as a Treasury Risk Manager at Anglian Water
Services. 

Wan Lung Chow, Treasury Manager
Wan has held senior treasury posts at a number
of firms over the course of his 30-year career,
including Kingfisher, Cadbury Schweppes and
BAA (British Airports Authority). He is a member
of the Association of Corporate Treasurers and a
qualified accountant. 

Emilie Guyot, Treasury Analyst
Emilie graduated with a master’s degree in
finance and corporate treasury and passed the
Certified Treasury Professional qualification (US).
She was previously Cash Management Officer at
Galeries Lafayette in Paris and, before that,
Assistant Treasurer at Kiabi, the French retailer.

Margaret Ocloo, Treasury Analyst
Margaret graduated from the University of
Hertfordshire in 2011 with a degree in accounting
and finance and has banking experience from her
previous role with the Royal Bank of Scotland.

Treasury Team: front row, olga polozhenko, Kim holdsworth and Wan lung chow. Back row, margaret ocloo, Ben ellison and emilie guyot.  
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With 30 years of experience in the Indian bulk
liquid import and export market, Stolt Tank
Containers is the country’s market leader in this
segment – and developments in the past few
months will serve to reinforce its position in India.
Recently, STC expanded into the domestic bulk

liquid transportation market, aiming to be a
preferred and significant service provider in a
country where GDP is expected to grow at more
than 7.5% per annum. In order to achieve this
aim, Stolt-Nielsen India (SNIL) is in the process
of establishing a nationwide, integrated
transportation, distribution and services network
for bulk liquids via tank containers. 
More than 90% of the bulk chemicals and

vegetable oils being transported in India are
carried by road tankers – with the associated risks
of accidents on busy roads, higher pollution,
contamination, pilferage, etc. Transportation of
these products by Stolt tank containers loaded
on trains mitigates many of these risks by taking
tankers off the roads while providing a cost-
efficient solution for customers. 
The first domestic full trainload transporting

from port to plant was despatched on August 15.
STC tanks were transported from a western
Indian port to the consignee’s factory almost
1,400 km inland. 
Since then, STC has been delivering many

thousands of tonnes of product per month to the
consignee by operating multiple tank container
trains. Each train carries 90 tank containers and
more than 1,500 tonnes of product. The trains are
sourced from licensed container train operators.
It is expected that these train movements will run
continuously, replacing road transport. 
The Company’s position as the largest

operator of tank container trains in India was
further strengthened on September 28, with
the acquisition of a 50% post-issue equity
shareholding on a fully diluted basis in
Infrastructure Logistic Systems Limited (ILSL). 
ILSL, an Indian company focusing on running

tank container trains in India, has more than two
years of experience in transporting chemicals and
vegetable oils. The founders of ILSL own and
operate a 240,000 cubic metre bulk chemical
storage terminal in Jawaharlal Nehru Port. The
Stolt-Nielsen and ILSL joint venture will leverage
this terminal to deliver chemicals and vegetable
oils to customers across India.
To support the process of establishing an

integrated transportation, distribution and services

network, STC commissioned its first tank cleaning
depot in India in September 2015. The facility is
strategically located in Nhava Sheva (New
Mumbai) and is close to Jawaharlal Nehru Port
(JNPT), which is the largest container port in
India. This demonstrates Stolt’s commitment in
the region and is an important first step in our
vision of a facility in India which meets the safety,
operational and environmental standards of STC. 
The facility is, in its start-up stage, capable of

cleaning most of the tank cargoes imported to the
Indian market. It has six cleaning bays, a full-sized
repair shed with two tank turners, a high pressure
pump cleaning module, a steam boiler, system
automation and a sophisticated wastewater
treatment plant. This benchmarks the standards
for a tank service facility in the region. We have a

full team of experienced management and
appropriately qualified ground personnel backed
up by the resources of the STC global depot
network.
On November 6, STC completed the 100%

acquisition of the ISO tank container depot
of Kerry-ITS Terminals in Kandla, Gujarat.
After Nhava Sheva (New Mumbai), this is
Stolt-Nielsen’s second depot in India. The facility,
originally commissioned in April 2012, is the
leading ISO tank container depot in the Kandla-
Mundra ports region. This acquisition brings on
board an excellent team and a platform for STC
to extend its depot network to service west and
north India. The depot will be systematically
aligned to STC standards on all fronts, to be a
model for the region.

STC invests for an even stronger market leading position in India

neWS

from port to plant: each train carries 90 tank containers, transporting more than 1,500 tonnes of product. 

The ilSl team presenting share certificates to the Stolt-nielsen team in mumbai (l. to r.): rishi pilani (director, ilSl), ramesh
pilani (founder, ilSl), anish modi (director, ilSl), ajay K. Sahoo and mark d’sa.   

The mumbai tank container cleaning depot team (l. to r.): front row, Shekar Koli, Vishal gawand, munna ansari, iqbal Shaikh,
ramanand dwivedi, Vilas patil, ganesh patil, rajesh patil, ramchandra Khake, Bijoy Varghese and laxman rane. Back row,
Jayshree patil, ashutosh chitre, mayur mali, akbar rajput, Jagdish mali, namdev dukale, K.K. gopakumar, Vinod patil, S. Suresh,
gajanan mokal, amendra Tiwari, ganesh patil and S. Babu.     

The Kandla tank container cleaning depot team (l. to r.): Back
row, Kiran channal, ram S. Yadav, Jigar Thacker, rajeev
Bhavnani, heena Khatri, Shajith Shanmughadas, S. madhav
and Surada Suresh. font row, Sundar rao, parvez Shekh, raju
makwana, ajay pal, omprakash Jaiswal, Jitendra Kumar and
mohan maheshwari.   



“It’s neat that the depot has been here for
20 years,” says Callaway. “But it’s just some
buildings, some tools and some equipment.
What makes this depot special – and different
– is the people.”
Callaway’s enormous pride in the staff of

the depot is plainly evident. Perhaps that’s
because he was the depot’s first Manager,
serving from 1996 to 2001, and still feels a
strong connection.
“I always tell people that, while my title is

Technical Services Director, my expertise is
managing people,” says Callaway. “I know
what to look for when we’re hiring and I
know how to manage the people we have.
And there is none better than the team we
have here in Houston.”
A quick walk around the facility adds

credence to Callaway’s claims. There is an
energy you can feel. People are engaged –
and quick to smile.
Dan Shelton, who joined STC and has

been Depot Manager since 2011, elaborates:
“Our people take a lot of pride in what they
do. We have visitors regularly and our guys
like to show their enthusiasm.”
At the age of 38, Shelton has worked in

the tank container industry for half of his
life, and says he always had his eye on
Stolt-Nielsen. “It just seemed to me that they
cared more for their equipment; that they
put more money into their tanks. I was
always impressed by their managers and the
support they gave to their people. Stolt just
seemed to have a much better grasp of the
business,” he says.
“I felt that if I was going to stay in this

industry, then Stolt was the place to be.”
When he heard that Callaway was looking
for help, Shelton applied and got the job.
He was fortunate to serve as understudy

to Leon Nell, who had been working with
Stolt-Nielsen since 1996 and had taken over
as Depot Manager when Callaway stepped
down in 2001.

“Leon has over 20 years of experience in
tank manufacturing,” says Shelton. “He
actually helped set up the depot, and he did
it like a manufacturing facility instead of a
service centre. So as a tank moves through
the depot, it goes to different people. It gets
washed and the tank cleaner inspects it.
Then it goes to Quality Control and they do
a main entry inspection and look it over
again for cleanliness and damage. Then it’s
on to Testing and repairs if needed, and then
over to Quality Control for a final check
before it goes on the truck. So from inbound
to outbound, you’ve got six or seven pairs of
expert eyes going over every tank.”
And, he adds: “No one is better than us

when it comes to repairs. Our guys can do,
and have done, just about every type of
repair there is – which is why any tank with
substantial damage in the Americas is almost
always repositioned here for repairs. Leon
set the bar high and it’s my goal to build on
his legacy.”
Leon Nell, a South African, came to

STC via Welfit Oddy, a firm that began
manufacturing tank containers in the late
1980s. Stolt-Nielsen was a customer and,
in 1996, Nell was sent to the US to study
different tank designs, with the goal of
improving Welfit Oddy’s own offerings.
“At that time, the depot was just starting

up,” says Nell, who is now General Manager
Technical Services – EMEA. “I had gotten
to know STC, and Reggie [Lee] and Mike
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When Dustin Callaway was told that Stolten would be doing a story on the 20th anniversary of STC’s
depot in Houston, he was quick to make clear the focus of the celebration …

What makes STC Houston special? Ask around and the answer is always
the same – it’s the remarkable people who work there. Stolten reports
on the energy and enthusiasm of a team celebrating 20 successful years.

STC Houston celebrates 
20 years

Our people take a lot of pride in what they do. We have visitors
regularly and our guys like to show their enthusiasm.

long-time employees and their years of service (l. to r.): michael hutchinson (15), arnulfo ramos (19), James (craig) Burch (18),
michael mears (19), marty Wagner (17), leon nell (19), armando leal (20), artis martin (20), Jimmy Burch (16), cuauhtemoc
rodriguez (c.r.) (15), noe castillo (15). not pictured: Santiago avilez (17), Tomas ortiz (19) and Venton Williams (20).   

r
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[Kramer] approached me and asked if I
would come work for them to set up the
terminal.” 
Nell accepted and moved his family from

South Africa to Texas. He succeeded Callaway
as Depot Manager in 2001 and held the
position for ten years.
Nell’s approach to managing the depot

was straightforward: “If Operations told us
we needed to do a job or meet a target or
objective, we’d call in the group and say, ‘This
is what’s expected of us; what do we need to

do to make it happen?’ There was no such
thing as ‘no’. We’d come up with some ideas
and one way or another we’d find a way to
meet the customer’s expectations. That made
STC look good, and it made us feel good.”
Nell says: “You want the short answer to

what makes this depot a success? It’s the
people who come through that gate every
morning.”
One of those people is Assistant Depot

Manager Artis Martin who, according to
Callaway, Nell and Shelton, has played an

instrumental role in the success of the depot
since its earliest days.
Having joined STC in 1995 before the

depot offices were even built, Martin served
as Inbound-Outbound Clerk. She was
promoted to her current position in 2002.
When asked to describe the key to her

success, Martin was matter-of-fact: “I’m a
little like the mother hen. I like everything to
be just right, so I keep after things to make
sure they’re right – and to make sure our
customers are happy.

dustin callaway, Technical director.

artis martin, assistant depot manager.   

daniel guajardo, refurb mechanic.    

alexander harmon, refurb mechanic.

Johnny castillo, Welder.  

carl guillory, Welder.

(l. to r.) Jesus Torres, Qc inspector; patrick South, mechanic
and Sergio Salazar, mechanic.  

Jason Bunt, estimator.felicia paxton, environmental Superintendent. 

James devore, Safety manager.  

There is an energy you can
feel. People are engaged –
and quick to smile.

No one is better than us
when it comes to repairs.
Our guys can do, and have
done, just about every type
of repair there is.

r



administrative assistants marty Wagner and Judith harper. 
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“One thing about depot life is that you
learn something new every day, and that’s
one reason I like what I do,” adds Martin.
“It’s crazy. After 20 years, you’d think you
know pretty much everything – but you
don’t. It keeps you on your toes, and that’s
awesome.”
But like Callaway, Martin knows the true

strength of the organisation. “We have a
great group of people here. Quite a few of us
have been here for 20 years. We’re all like
family.”

Among the extended family of the
Houston depot is one employee with over
30 years of service at Stolt Tank Containers:
Michael W. Kramer, President of the Company. 
He says: “When we first saw the land

that would later become the depot, I got
very excited. I saw a site that would allow
us to create a one-stop-shopping solution
for tank cleaning, maintenance and repairs.
And, since the first days of that depot, the
differentiator has always been the people.
It’s really quite remarkable. We have some

of the strongest, most dedicated, professional
and proud people in the industry, all driving
toward the same goal of being the best
depot from a technical and standards
perspective, while delivering the highest
level of customer service to STC and our
external customers. 
“It is a pleasure taking customers to the

depot, because the pride of our people shines
through in all aspects of the operation. They
have truly built one of the best, if not the
best, tank container depot in the world.”

arturo ferrin, Tank cleaner. 

charles haggerty, Shift Supervisor Tank Wash. 

Johnny preston, production Supervisor. 

chris clemons, assistant depot manager.  

Sarah connelly, mechanic.

mick Smith, Business development manager.

michael mears, Welder and zachary Bouse, mechanic.

garrett mills, mechanic. 

leon nell, general manager TSd-emea and dan Shelton,
depot manager.

We have some of the
strongest, most dedicated,
professional and proud
people in the industry.

macey metcalf, administrative assistant. 
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On July 15, Stolthaven Singapore achieved
846,400 hours of safe man hours, from 439 days
of work on the Phase 2D expansion. The
terminal also received the Certificate of Statutory
Completion to operate the new tanks and related
facilities.
Staff and management of both Stolthaven

Singapore and Chiyoda Singapore and its
subcontractors gathered for a safety appreciation
ceremony held to commemorate the safe
construction and delivery of Phase 2D. 
The day represented another milestone of

achievement for Stolthaven Singapore, said
Edmund Hoe, Regional Manager, Stolthaven

SHEQ APAC, and the completion of the Phase
2D project was the result of good teamwork in a
very challenging work environment. 
“When we had our last safety promotion here

I urged the site management to keep up the
worksite safety, even going beyond regulatory
requirement. This was delivered. We thank you
and your management for your continuous
support, not only in completing the project on
schedule, but delivering it in a safe manner.” 
The ceremony ended with tokens of

appreciation presented to the contractor’s
representatives and workers for their exemplary
safety performance during the construction.

Stolthaven Singapore Phase 2D safety appreciation day

Staff from Stolthaven Singapore and chiyoda Singapore at
the safety appreciation ceremony.    

An authoritative new book produced by the
Nautical Institute features a chapter contributed
by Captain Richard Springthorpe, Stolt-Nielsen’s
Operations Manager based in New Orleans.
The chapter, ‘The Master’s responsibilities in

law’, was written by Springthorpe specifically for
the book, The Nautical Institute on Command,
third edition. 
Springthorpe’s chapter gives a comprehensive

account of the legal obligations of the Master,

giving details of international maritime law and
the most important standards as defined by the
International Maritime Organization. The
chapter also considers day-to-day practicalities,
non-mandatory industry guidelines, decisions
and emergencies, and other obligations such as
rending assistance at sea.
In summary, he writes: “It is the Master’s

responsibility in law to act reasonably and to
exercise care and skill in any operation or
management decision onboard. The SMS [Safety
Management System] put in place by the
owners/managers in accordance with the ISM
Code should provide the primary framework for
the Master’s responsibilities and enable you as
Master to perform your professional duties
through implementing and enforcing the SMS
onboard while considering each situation on its
own facts and merits.”
Richard Springthorpe first went to sea in 1991,

working for Stolt-Nielsen, and sailed until 1996.
After gaining a degree in marine technology, he
worked for Northern Marine Management,
sailing on VLCCs and chemical tankers as Chief
Officer and then Master. Before returning to
Stolt-Nielsen, he worked for the international
law firm Ince & Co, where he handled maritime
casualty cases and disputes. 

Stolt-Nielsen Operations Manager
contributes to authoritative new publication

captain richard Springthorpe  

Bapsy Dastur has been appointed as Stolt-Nielsen
Limited’s new General Counsel. Bapsy was most
recently General Counsel and Head – Legal &
Integrity, Middle East, Africa & India, for ABB
in Dubai. She has more than 30 years of
international experience with GE and ABB,
working in senior legal positions in India and
Dubai. She has broad legal experience in
various international roles, dealing with large
transactions, managing an international team
of lawyers, assisting with strategic entry into
new countries and raising awareness across
the organisation in relation to legal and
compliance generally.

Bapsy Dastur joins SNL as General Counsel 
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In October this year, SNLNG purchased a
ten per cent stake in a company called HIGAS
in Sardinia, Italy, with an option to increase
SNLNG’s position to a majority shareholding.
HIGAS was formed by Livorno-based Gas &
Heat SPA, a cryogenic containment
manufacturer and shipowner, and CPL
Concordia, a Modena-based conglomerate
primarily focused on energy distribution. The
purpose of the company is to build an LNG
import terminal in Oristano, Sardinia and to
distribute LNG by truck and re-gas pipeline to
customers on the island.
Sardinia has one of the highest energy costs in

Europe and only last May the Italian government
cancelled a longstanding plan to build a gas
pipeline from Algeria. The 1.6 million inhabitants
rely on LPG and conventional oil-based fuels for
their energy. 
The plan is to build a 9,000 cbm terminal

consisting of six 1,500 cbm tanks, a truck-filling
station, a vaporiser and re-liquefaction
equipment. The site will accommodate significant
expansion and the quayside berth is directly
adjacent to it. Under the plan, shipping will be
outsourced to Stolt Tankers, which will construct
and manage a number of 7,500 cbm LNG
tankers operating in the Mediterranean. These
ships will be dual fuelled, using boil-off gas for
propulsion. 
Permitting for the terminal began nine months

ago and is progressing as expected. Both the
Italian government and the EU back the
development of LNG infrastructure, primarily to
support the expansion of LNG bunkering in the
Mediterranean. Customer demand has been very
strong and the segments vary, from power
utilities to port users and local industrial and
residential grids. 
When I said it isn’t simple, I meant it. On the

other hand, the process plays directly to our
expertise. HIGAS will source LNG from re-
export terminals in Spain or northwest Europe,
ship it in small LNG newbuildings, store it and

then resell to end users, who will be on a variety
of indexed prices. 
The plans call for the construction of both

the ships and the terminal to begin in 2016,
with commencement of operations in late 2017.
Customers would likely be more willing to
change their present fuel arrangements if they
are offered price certainty for a period of time,

along with assurances that their supply will be
uninterrupted.
Reliability of the supply chain is essential.

LNG will be purchased from first-class suppliers,
transported using Stolt-Nielsen-built tonnage
and delivered to a world-class storage terminal.
Having experience with complex supply chains,
and leveraging Stolt-Nielsen’s bitumen services
model, SNLNG will deliver a safe, high-quality
and reliable supply chain, possessing all the
attributes synonymous with the Stolt-Nielsen
brand.

Sardinia: A land of 
uncompromised beauty 
but, alas, no gas!
Stolt-Nielsen LNG’s business strategy is to find areas of what we call ‘stranded demand’ – i.e. a
concentration of potential gas consumers who lack access to large-scale gas pipelines. Once identified,
we put our logistics capabilities together to provide solutions that include sourcing, shipping, storage
and distribution to satisfy this demand. Sounds simple, but it isn’t!

Both the Italian government and the EU back the development of
LNG infrastructure.

andrew pickering, President, Stolt-Nielsen LNG Holdings Ltd,
explains how SNLNG will play a vital role in delivering a reliable,
cost-effective gas supply to Sardinia. 
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While the decision was a hard one, “in
rational terms, it cannot be argued against,”
he said. “There have been rumours for 40
years that we might move to Houston. Why?
Because it makes sense – and now more than
ever. Our customers are in Houston, our ships
are in Houston, the industry is in Houston.
Beyond that, it makes sense for Stolt Tankers
to have one office in the US instead of two.”
Now that the move was an issue of reality

rather than rumours, decisions had to be
made – by virtually every person in the room
that day.
In our last issue, Stolten bade farewell to

19 long-time Stolt-Nielsen employees, who
chose to retire rather than relocate. Twelve
other employees opted not to make the move.
But 20 employees – including six with

21 or more years of service and nine with
less than 10 years – signed on for the
adventure. They were joined by five people
from Rotterdam and one each from Singapore
and Shanghai. In addition, three former
Stolt-Nielsen employees were among the
19 new staff that were hired in Houston.
For many who made the move, the

challenges were daunting: selling old homes
and finding new ones; uprooting spouses and
children; leaving behind friends, family and
relatives; and making the adjustment to
Houston itself and a substantially new team
and office.
But October 2014 now seems a distant

memory to those who started new lives in
Houston.
“From what seemed like an almost

insurmountable task a year ago, to our arrival
here in Houston, I’m pleased to say that
many of the concerns and issues people had
were fairly quickly put to bed,” says Richard
Bertrand, Business Director. “I don’t think
any of us ever really thought of Houston as a
place we particularly wanted to live, but once
you get here and start looking around at the
various neighbourhoods and living options,
and once you start meeting the people here,
it’s a great experience and a great place.
“And now, as far as our customers are

concerned, they’re right here. They could be

neighbours – as some, in fact, are – and we
can spend much more time with them, which
allows us to build the relationships and bonds
that are so important in our industry. We
really hit the ground running in that respect.”
Dan Carr, Assistant General Counsel, says:

“In contrast to troubleshooting from afar,
being here in real time, all the time, is really
improving the way we get business done. 
“Case in point: in 15 minutes, we’re going

to be sitting down with the marketing team
from Stolthaven to update the terms and
conditions of their customer contracts. That
kind of regular face-time allows us to better
understand the business and, in turn, deliver
a higher level of support. For the legal
team here in Houston, the ability to build
relationships is invaluable. Being here lets us
do that. It also makes the work that much
more rewarding.”
Terrence Murphy, who has worked at Stolt

Tankers for 27 years, had the distinction of
being the first of the Norwalk transplants to
show up at the new offices, on June 1. While
his relocation was relatively smooth, he was
somewhat taken aback by the news that he
had been promoted to General Manager,
STJS Ship Operations, from Global Services
Operations Manager. 
“My job changed the day I walked in,” he

chuckles. But, like his colleagues, he has
already seen the benefits of the move. “There
are definite synergies when you have everyone
in the same place,” he says. “Everyone has a
better picture of what’s happening, from port
operations to tanker trading. And that helps
us to optimise the business across the board.”
The move wasn’t easy, says Richard

Bertrand. “This transition was an upheaval,
not just for those of us making the move
but for the people already here, too. The
construction alone caused a lot of disruption
but Mike [Kramer, President of Stolt Tank
Containers] and his team took on a lot of that
added burden and have gone to great lengths
to make us feel welcome and included. It’s
turned out to be a fantastic story at the end of
the day, because we’ve really found a home
here in Houston.” 

Stolt Tankers:
Finding a home
in Houston
When Niels G. Stolt-Nielsen visited the Stolt Tankers office in Connecticut late last year and announced
that the office was moving to Houston, the news hardly came as a surprise.

There are definite synergies when
you have everyone in the same
place.

“

For many who made the move, the
challenges were daunting.
“

Everyone has a better picture of
what’s happening, from port
operations to tanker trading.

“
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The ‘neW’ hoUSTon TanKer Trading Team

moVed from norWalK
Kaitlin Albertson, Business Application Consultant
William Arcuri, Ship Operator
John Ashielfie, Demurrage Manager
William Beardsley, Commercial Director
Richard Bertrand, Business Director
Daniel Carr, Assistant General Counsel
Gregory Dooley, Trading Manager
Armando Garcia Gallardo, Sales Manager
James Gibney, Trading Manager
Thomas Johnsrud, Senior Project Manager
Emily Loeffel, Voyage Coordinator
William Meier, Service Operations Manager
Terrence Murphy, General Manager
Henrik Olsson, Tradelane Manager
Norman O'Shaughnessy, Group Operations &

Regulatory Manager
George Reiber, Sales Manager
Aryana Sunandar, Operations Analyst
Akira Uetabira, Tradelane Manager
Joseph Weiss, Tradelane Manager
Peter Young, Service Operations Manager

neW hireS
Jason Attaway, Sales Manager 
Erol Bural, Ship Operator
Ole Ekeland, Sr Voyage Coordinator
Dennis Fewell, Demurrage Analyst
Tony Lofstad, Sr Voyage Coordinator
Pamela McCain, Administrative Assistant
Kevin Napier, Port Superintendent
Roseline Okon-Itrechio, Service Analyst
Carla Ramirez, Operations Assistant
Stephen Raterman, Sr Voyage Coordinator
Andrew Smith, Voyage Coordinator
Christopher Stickney, Ship Operator
James Thomas II, Voyage Coordinator
Anna Thompson, Voyage Coordinator

re-hireS
Eric Nichols, Sales Manager
Elizabeth Perkins, Operations Assistant
Alvaro Rodriguez, Service Operations Manager

TranSferred from neW orleanS
Michael Tennyson, Sr Ship Operator

TranSferred from oVerSeaS
Ann Margaret Dorado Balce, Sr Voyage Coordinator
Matthew Costello, Sr Shipbroker
Xianzhong Lou, Sr Ship Operator
Paul O'Brien, Fleet Operations Manager
Dmitry Oleynik, Sr Ship Operator
Max Peirson, Operations Supervisor
Richard Van Der Sleen, Trading Manager

1. richard Bertrand, pamela mccain and William Beardsley.

2. richard Van der Sleen and Jason attaway. 

3. (l. to r.) Janet Knapp, dan carr and mitch machann.  

4. Kaitlin albertson.  

5. (l. to r.) erol Bural, fabio garbulha, John Kenney, liz
perkins, Jack lou, michael Tennyson, carla ramirez and
christopher Stickney.  

6. (l. to r.) norma frias, lisa rodriguez and roseline okon-
itrechip. 

7. (l. to r.) front row, matt costello, emily loeffel and
armando garcia gallardo. Back row, Joe Weiss, Bill
meier, Steve raterman and Tony lofstad.    

8. peter gijsbers van Wijk and clemens Kegl.

9. aryana Sunandar and norman o'Shaughnessy.

10. (l. to r.) maggie Balce, ole ekeland, philip Barba, peter
Young, James Thomas ii and Kyle Smith.

1 2

3 4

5 6

7 8

9 10
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Representatives of STC France and Addivant
Catenoy, of northern France, gathered to mark
the despatch of the first Stolt-Nielsen loaded
tank for a new product and new destination,
hopefully the first of many to come.
Customer Vencorex visited the Le Havre office

to set up processes for its new product flow to
Thailand – and to meet the STC France team. 
The Le Havre office hosted a visit by teams

from Total Lubmarine and EDF. A tour was
organised, taking in the terminal, depot and
cleaning station.
Virginie Monin and Valérie Olejniczak visited

Marmedsa Noatum Maritime, Stolt-Nielsen’s
agent in Morocco, for the annual review. Whilst
there they took the opportunity to train the staff
to use the Company’s AS400 system.

STC France:
promoting good
customer relations 

The whole team of addivant catenoy in front the of the first Stolt-nielsen loaded tank (l. to r.): m. Briquet (chief operator),
laurent depaty and guillaume rognon (cTio), m. mouvielle (production assistant), m. Sageot (hSe Technician), m. demaye
(lab control manager), m. ferry (engineering/maintenance manager), mme Bergonzi (hSe Technician), m. lepaysan
(maintenance manager), mme mercier (logistics coordinator), mme Bronchart (QhSSe manager), m. Kanane (lab Technician).  

after a long day’s work, STc and Vencorex employees enjoy
a seafront dinner in le havre (l. to r.): Benjamin marais,
charlotte menager, frédérique heluin (hdi & derivates
Supply chain leader, Vencorex), elisabeth durand-Bredel,
Vladia mouton, marc abentin (packaging Supervisor,
Tolonates, Vencorex) and Virginie monin. 

Total lubmarine and edf visit (l. to r.): isabelle Bataille
(logistics coordinator, Total lubmarine), angélique Barbier,
Simon génit, nathalie chevassier (purchaser group
procurement, edf), Karine dupuis (logistics purchase and
Safety manager, Total lubmarine), nicolas fromentin,
Valérie Bijot (Sales manager, Total lubmarine) and Karine
Thibault (Buyer group procurement, edf).  

morocco review and training (l. to r.): zoubir haidar (general
manager, marmedsa), Virginie monin, latifa likhiwi
(operations responsible, marmedsa), Valérie olejniczak,
Jawad Kdiry (lines manager, marmedsa) and abdelhamid
najeh (Sales, marmedsa).  

STC visited the premises of Brooklyn Brewery,
in New Jersey, for a review meeting in August.
Stolt-Nielsen has been working with the brewery
since 2007 and now has 40 beer tanks on
contract with Brooklyn Brewery to transport
various types of beer from the United States to
Europe.

review meeting (l. to r.): Jake Beim (Brooklyn Brewery), Jill
carter and Bill Sikma.    

STC visit to 
Brooklyn Brewery



Stolthaven Singapore has played an active role
in the revision of an official standard for the
storage of flammable liquids.
The Singapore Standard SS532:2016 – Code

of Practice for the storage of flammable liquids –
was launched by the Singapore Chemical
Industry Council (SCIC), together with the
Standards Development Organization (SSO),
during a stakeholders’ dialogue session at
NTU@One North on August 26.
The Singapore Standard SS532:2007 was due

for review in 2014 and Stolthaven Singapore, as
an important industrial player, was invited to
contribute as a working group member to this
review. 
The working group members were drawn from

the oil and petrochemical sector and included
ExxonMobil, Shell, Singapore Refinery
Company, Vopak, Stolthaven and the Singapore
Civil Defense Force. The group held a total of
26 meetings, adding up to more than 500 man
hours spent on the project. 
Members reviewed the previous standard in

comparison with international guidelines and
industrial best practices and also assessed how
these guidelines could further help the industry
to handle flammable liquids safely in a
challenging environment.
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Steve Walker has been appointed Global SHEQ
Manager for Stolthaven, from November 1, 2015.
He will be part of the Global Management Team
and report directly to Guy Bessant, President of
Stolthaven. 
Steve joined Stolthaven following the

acquisition of the Dagenham Terminal in 2013.
He started his career at the terminal in 1991 and
had various roles both in operations and SHEQ
before being appointed General Manager in
2006. 
In his new role, Steve will remain based at

Dagenham. Les French, Operations Manager in
Dagenham, has been appointed interim General
Manager for the Dagenham Terminal.

Global SHEQ appointment for Stolthaven

Stolthaven Singapore supports revision of industry Code of Practice 

new standard (l. to r.): elane Tay (Scic), edmund hoe, rajoo S. nadarajoo (Shell), michael Yan (Vopak), Khong Beng Wee
(Shell), mak chee Wah (exxonmobil), Susan chong (Sdo) and lTc han (Singapore civil defense force).      

STOLT SHARE PRICE
PERFORMANCE

The table right indicates the closing prices for SNL
from the date of the last Stolten, July 27, 2015,
through to November 13, 2015.

The relative performance of SNL versus major
market indices gives a measure of our share price
performance versus the overall market competitors
offering similar types of services, and the industries
of our major customers.

As of As of Share price
Stock / Class Symbol Exchange Currency Jul.27.15 Nov.13.15 movement

+/(–) %

Stolt-Nielsen Limited – Common SNI OSE NOK 131.00 114.50 –12.60%

S&P 500 Index compares to broad market performance –2.16%

Dow Jones Transportation Index compares to other transportation companies –1.12%
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Congratulations to Amarildo Silva, who received
his 10-Year Award from Marco Gonçalves in São
Paolo in September.

10-Year award: amarildo Silva.  

Brazil

Amarildo celebrates 
ten years

The SNC Company outing to Jeju, Korea, took
place on September 12.

all smiles: rain failed to dampen spirits on the Snc outing to
Jeju.  

china

Company outing

Stolt-Nielsen was well represented in the
Shanghai half-marathon in October. For the first
time, the SNC Running Club signed up as a
group. Those taking part included Peggy Zhang,
Ronnie Pan and Olivier Zheng from Tankers, and
Jeff Wang and Maggie Wang from STC. 
Ronnie Pan, the team’s fastest runner, was
selected as the ‘rabbit’ by the event organisers.
All those in the Stolt-Nielsen team crossed the
finish line in around two hours. Now, having
rested their weary legs, they are busy getting
ready for the next one!

running success story (l. to r.): Jeff Wang, peggy zhang,
minwei Qu, maggie Wang and olivier zheng, with ronnie pan
crouching.       

Half-marathon achievement
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Heike Block, technical services Germany and
Specials Manager, retired on September 30. As
well as handling repairs and maintenance of the
fleet, she was in charge of special newbuilding
projects and product studies, supporting TSD
and the commercial STC team in Hamburg and
worldwide. With her long-term expertise, she
contributed to development and growth in this
field. Heike will continue working for STC as a
part-time adviser.

heike Block and ali akin.  

Claudia Petersen completed a decade with
Stolt-Nielsen in Hamburg on August 1. Ali Akin
presented the 10-Year Award to Claudia.

claudia petersen receives her 10-Year award from ali akin.   

germanY

Celebrating a decade
germanY

Heike retires

STC France is pleased to be providing corporate
branded jerseys to its regular soccer players in
Le Havre. 

ready for kick-off (l. to r.): front row, Baptiste lefrançois,
Simon genit, charlotte ménager and angélique Barbier. Back
row, Tahar Bibot, malick diallo, camille fromentin, Julie
daniellou and mamadou Thiam.  

france

Stolt and soccer – 
a winning combination!

A celebratory dinner was held in Shanghai to
mark 40 years of service to the Company by
Svein Riste. Also in attendance was the site
team from the C38 project, Svein’s fifth major
newbuilding project.

(l. to r.) zhou ri liang, lars Skjelbred, chen Wei, nag Sang
Sung, renee ding, hiroaki murakami, guo zu de, paolo enoizi,
lech oleszczuk, Svein riste, Kyle manis, Thomas Boodh,
elisabeth manis, James and linda madden, Serhiy Yezerskyy,
igor Segeda, Barry mcnally, mario malagkit, zeng Yun and
robert fan.

40 years’ service 
celebration
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Silroy Vaz was presented with his 10-Year Award
in Mumbai by Christopher Trett.

Silroy Vaz receives his 10-Year award from christopher Trett.  

india

Marking ten years 
with Stolt

A farewell party was held in Savona for Manuel
Quattrini before his departure for Rotterdam.

clockwise from left: chiara Siccardi, andrea Tissoni, manuel
Quattrini, geni depinoy, Simona francini, patrizia perocchio,
noelia ramos and cristina Bovero.  

iTalY

Farewell to Manuel

Bill Bryant presented CG Oh with his 25-Year
Award when he visited the Singapore office on
September 15.

cg oh and Bill Bryant.  

Korea

25-Year Award

Dilbert
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Staff from the Rotterdam office who have
worked for the Company for ten years and
25 years were honoured at a service award
ceremony held in the Quartier du Port Hotel
on October 8.

award ceremony (l. to r.): albert van Selm, Ben polak,
anthony Schoonkind (25 years), akeksandrs ostapjuks,
William dekker, martin markus, peter van der Kramer (25
years), eric frowijn, caroline de goede, paul creytens, eric
van gastel, Tim addis-Jones, ellis Schop, ginnie hough and
John lok.   

neTherlandS

Award ceremony

To Diana Rose Refugia and her husband,
Arvin, a girl, Jazlyne Cayelee, on September 6,
2015.

mUmBai
To Morish Gonsalves and his wife, Glads, a
girl, on October 10, 2015.

romford
To Christopher Prior and his wife, Nicola, a
girl, Amy Victoria, on October 7, 2015.    

SeoUl
To Keto Park and his wife, Sophia, a girl,
Leah, on August 21, 2015.

TianJin
To Selenna Xu and her husband, Zhao Xin, a
boy, Zhao Rupeng, on March 6, 2015.

on Board
To Second Officer Wei Quan Wang, Stolt
Azami, and his wife, Bai Yang, a boy, Wang
Cheng Zi, on May 11, 2015. 

BermUda
To Romana Ivey and her husband, Paul, a boy,
Benjamin Paul, on October 7, 2015.   

dagenham
To Sergio Almeida and his wife, Noémie, a
girl, Mara, on August 10, 2015.

le haVre
To Lucie Contat and her husband Jerôme, a
girl, Clémence, on August 14, 2015.  

New hands
To Simon Genit and his partner, Aurélie
Nouvion, a girl, Emma, on September 1,
2015.

manila
To Leonardo de Andres and his wife, Maria
Beth, a boy, Sebastiao, on June 19, 2015.   

To Elizabeth Garcia and her husband, Gilbert,
a boy, Giel Matthew, on May 25, 2015.  

New 
employees
dagenham
Robert Challand
Accounting Manager

hoUSTon
Dana Gavrila
International Tax Manager

Janet Knapp
Legal Assistant

london
Bethan Totham
Administrative Assistant

manila
Michael Montoya
Servicedesk Manager

moerdiJK
Jeroen Stevens
SHEQ Officer

nanhUi
River He
Depot Manager

roTTerdam
Murat Erenli
Ship Operator, SNIES

Anastasios Kopanas
Assistant Superintendent

Mathieu Lassus
Environmental Specialist, SHVN

Ekaterina Petrova 
Business Analyst

Eline Vreugdenhil
Administrative Assistant

SeoUl
Keto Park
Assistant Manager

Singapore
Muhammad Adnan Jufri
Maintenance Technician, SHVN

Eunice Lim
Business Controller, SBS

Tiang Seng (Eddie) Ng
Team Leader, SHVN Operations

Ash Tho
Voyage Coordinator

YuQing Zheng
Maintenance Engineer, SHVN

TianJin
Cliff Sun
General Manager, Stolthaven
Lingang

ToKYo
Minmin Hong
Accounting Manager

zhangJiagang
David Ma
Depot Manager
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Position changes
dUBai
Ajay Kundani from Operations Coordinator
to Operations Manager, STC

Amrit Tirkey from Customer Service
Representative to Sales Manager, STC

hamBUrg
Jan Kunigk from Technical Analyst, STC to
Supervisor Technical Services

hoUSTon
Jack Lou from Port Operations Manager,
Shanghai, to Senior Ship Operator

Dmitry Oleynik from Ship Operator to Senior
Ship Operator

Norman O’Shaughnessy from Time Charter
Fleet Manager, Norwalk, to Group
Operations & Regulatory Manager

Alvaro Rodriguez from Senior Ship Operator
to Service Operations Manager

manila
Angelyn Alabastro from Crew & Family
Relations Coordinator to Crew & Family
Relations Officer

Gesel Derecho from Accounting Associate II
to Senior Accounting Associate

Faith Dorado from Administrative Assistant
to Asset & Configuration Management
Analyst

Marielle Hipolito from Training Assistant to
Global Training Coordinator

Winnie Rhose Jimenez from Accounting
Associate I to Accounting Associate II

Maria Arley Legaspi from Documentation
Clerk to Documentation Assistant

Randolph Montas from Accounting
Associate I to Accounting Associate II

Mirasol Verano from Accounting Associate
II to Senior Accounting Associate

roTTerdam
Cas Appeldoorn from Senior Shipbroker to
Sales Manager, STT

Arsell Ballesteros from Captain, Stolt
Quetzal, to Marine Compliance Officer

Jeffrey Brusse from Customer Service
Representative, STC to Customer Service
Representative, Food Grade

Piero Cecconi from Senior Ship Operator,
SNIES to Senior Ship Operator, STJS

Ronald van Cuyk from Buyer to Facility
Manager, Rotterdam & Moerdijk

Aleksandrs Meilers from Captain, Stolt
Efficiency, to Marine Compliance Officer

Shanghai
Ronnie Pan from Operations Manager
Sinochem-Stolt to Port Operations Manager

Tresa Tian from HR Assistant to HR Officer

Doris Wang from Assistant Shipbroker to
Shipbroker

Vivian Wang from Shipbroker to Senior
Shipbroker

Singapore
Marcus Hoon Tai Ching from Operator B to
Operator A

Dirk Mantel Superintendent from Rotterdam

Alvin Ng from Trainee to Port
Superintendent

The 2015 Stolt-Nielsen Netherlands inaugural golf
tournament was held on September 15 at Golfclub
Kleiburg in Brielle. Eleven players from the
Company took part in the tournament, which was
co-sponsored by Stolt-Nielsen and Deloitte. The
Stableford scoring system was used and the winner
was Malte Willer with 19 points. Ginnie Hough
was second with 18 points and Kok Hin Looi was
third with 17 points. 
The other awards included: closest to the pin –

Eric Vennix; longest drive – Malte Willer; and,
finally, greatest opportunity to improve – Jeroen
Dudley-Owen and Allyson Peh, who received a
gift certificate for a double golf lesson with a pro.

Inaugural golf tournament

Ivo Kooijman received his 10-Year Award from
Marco Dalmeijer during a dinner held in Houston.

ivo Kooijman and marco dalmeijer.   

10-Year Award  

Tom Monssen presented the Stolt-Nielsen
Student Excellence Award 2015 to Jaap Rayman,
a student of the Maritime Economics & Logistics
class of 2015 at the Erasmus University in
Rotterdam. 
The presentation took place as part of the

university graduation ceremony on September 24,
during which Tom Monssen was also a speaker. 

Jaap rayman receives the Stolt-nielsen Student excellence
award 2015 from Tom monssen.  

Student excellence 

aBoVe lefT: malte Willer. 

aBoVe cenTre: ginnie hough.

aBoVe righT: Kok hin looi.

far lefT: golfing line-up (l. to r.):
Back row, ray hartmans, ellis Schop,
frederic løvenskiold, malte Willer,
Tom monssen, richard van den Broek
and Jeroen dudley-owen. front row,
ginnie hough, peter Koenders, Barry
mcnally, allyson peh and Kok hin looi.

lefT cenTre: closest to the pin: eric
Vennix.

lefT: room for improvement: Jeroen
dudley-owen and allyson peh.
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Ronald Soffree has retired after a distinguished
career in the chemical tanker industry, the last
15 years of which was with Stolt Tankers. 
At a dinner held in his honour in Rotterdam

on September 9, the dress code was ‘Ronald’s
uniform’ – khaki trousers, light blue checked shirt
and a navy blazer! He was presented with a gift
on behalf of Stolt Tankers, a copper etching from
1780, ‘Rotterdam as seen from the River Meuse’.
Ronald joined Stolt in September 2000 as

General Manager Tanker Trading Europe, in the
Netherlands. He became the Business Director
IOS when this function moved to Rotterdam in
2005, and in July 2012 he became Director of
Chartering for STJS.

Tying the Knot

le haVre
Lucie Marchand married Jerôme Contat on
July 26, 2014.     

roTTerdam
Danielle Dam married René Sauveur on
September 18, 2015.  

Jeroen Rijswijk married Ellie Noordmans on
May 29, 2015.   

SaVona
Cristina Bovero married Valerio Rindone on
August 29, 2015.  

ToKYo
Ryoji Furuyama married Yukie Higuchi on
November 7, 2015.  

on Board
Electrical Engineer Nikola Bozinovic, Stolt
Efficiency, married Anita Berisha on
September 12, 2015.   

A large international group of young Rotterdam
employees enjoyed a boat trip on the canals of
Amsterdam on September 12.

Boat trip: damla celik, dajo corput, dmytro Tsvyk, esther
Schipper, frederic løvenskiold, irina goubskaia, Jules deelen,
Jasmin Yin, Klaudia ludwisiak, lonneke Yntema, mariya
holubka, onur celik, pavlos mizithras, Theodora
chronopoulou, Wendy herk, Yavuzturk Yalcin, rohit Soni,
Jeffrey porcalla, harish chand and richard Broek.  

Boat trip on Amsterdam’s
canals

Ronald Soffree retires

ronald Soffree (l. to r.) Tim addis-Jones, Tom monssen, ed Schouwstra,
cas appeldoorn, paul croft, austin dooley, richard Bertrand,
Yvonne and ronald Soffree, mark martecchini, gosia
lewandowska, ellis Schop, annemarie ferdinandus-Kalis,
Keith dean, Sander in’t Veld and Bjarke nissen. 
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Manila staff have taken part in various training
sessions recently – including communication
assertiveness, customer service, effective
performance coaching, English fluency and
professional presentation skills for managers and
supervisors and preventing lifestyle diseases.
Eugene Mendinueto was named star student

of the class in the English fluency and
professional presentation skills training, which
took place at the Berlitz Language Centre.

philippineS

Staff training

John Sadangsal received his 10-Year Award on
September 18, during the Manila office’s general
assembly.

(l. to r.) maricar de Vera, anne van dassen müller, John
Sadangsal, Bill Bryant, Jane Sy and Soc Balmaceda.      

10-Year Award 

communication assertiveness in
october (l. to r.): Standing,
miriam dela cruz, Jinky anib,
John cenon, mark marcelo,
claudio anselmo, Jesus
napoleon Ventosa, noel Banta,
randolph montas and hermel
cordero. Sitting, mirasol
Verano, Jeany labios, claudine
Sampana, Julie Beth Ballarbare
and Veronica durias.   

customer Service Training in
July (l. to r.): Standing, helen
Joy de luna, lerry gutierrez,
Veronica durias, dorothy Joy
aquino, rose Tubongbanua,
maureen navarette, Soc
Balmaceda, captain cristito
hortaleza, maria grace
miraflores, ana geronimo,
Jessica Bondoc, danica mae
aquino and Jinky anib. Sitting,
paul miko Ulanday, arnold
panghulan, lawrence Yumul
and pamela ann mangindin.     

effective performance coaching
in august (l. to r.): christopher
landayan, Juliet echipare,
alphine alar, maria dolores
montano, elinor Joel, marilou
estrella, leonisa cabanban,
eugene mendinueto, art cruz,
Jerry marbella, genevieve
Badiola, loren mae naquita,
albert Siochi, deanna decena
and Veronica durias.    

english fluency and professional
presentation Skills classes (l. to
r.): Standing, Veronica durias,
maria concepcion Trinidad, Soc
Balmaceda, mary grace canela,
eugene mendinueto, michael
martin and arnold panghulan.
Sitting, leonisa cabanban,
ferrarin castro, gladylline
linsangan and diana rose
refugia.    

Ways to prevent lifestyle
diseases, lunch and learn
Session in october (l. to r.):
Standing, hermel cordero,
rolando Sta. cruz, John cenon,
Jimson cloyd Quintua, mark
marcelo, rheanne Bagadiong,
Kristofferson castro, dr rachel
rufino, Jennie agulto, Karina
asuncion grace go, ma. Kristine
reyes, lourdesita Tubasis, maria
arley legaspi, loren mae
naquita, david Sabaupan, Julie
Beth Ballarbare, Barbara cutad
and rowena dominguez. Sitting,
Veronica durias, agnes
contreras, maria elisa Balba,
adelynda edralin and Jenny
Jaenne dote.    



STC Houston held a 50th birthday celebration
for Colleen Ballard on July 30.

(l. to r.): front row, Janet Johnston, colleen Ballard and
dustin callaway. Second row, Stacey harrison, Josh Van
horn, Tiffany hammond, Shelby Smith, angela dusablon,
patricia hamblen-Tucker, hollie hernandez and maria
resendez. Third row, addie russell, mehetabel ruiz, ciera
guzman, Tina Sowell, Bonita hollis, donna York, garri lynn
mcginty, James long, mike dusablon, Wanda lalanne,
Thomas nava, carlos londono, christi greenlee, Khaled
rihawi, aimee morton, Kathy locke, Bill Sikma and John
palkovics.    
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neWS

Chevron representatives presented Bill
Humphreys with a retirement gift at Sorrento’s
Restaurant in Houston.

(l. to r.) Kelly courter (chevron), Bill humphreys and doug
mccormick (chevron).   

Chevron gift for Bill

Stolt around the World

Jeff Mavelli and Andrew Etter of SPI Marine
presented a pair of Texas longhorns as a welcome
gift to the team in Houston.

(l. to r.) Jeff mavelli (Spi marine), richard Bertrand, mark
martecchini and andrew etter (Spi marine).      

Texas longhorns

Birthday girl

Congratulations to Nicole Miller and Johnny
Castillo on receiving their 10-Year Awards.

UniTed STaTeS

10-Year Awards

nicole miller (right) with homiyar Wykes and Judy parker.   Johnny castillo (centre) with dan Shelton and artis martin.
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Stolt onboard

Valentins Baburgs, Mark Martecchini, David
McKellar and Igor Segeda congratulated
seafarers on 30 and 40 years of service and
presented 10-Year and 25-Year Awards in May.
August and September saw further celebrations
for 30 and 25 years of service; presentations
were made by Captain Leo Franco dela Ostia,
Angelyn Alabastro, Jane Sy, Rolando Calizo and
Captain Cristito Hortaleza.

filipino seafarers who received their 25-Year awards in may,
together with their wives (l. to r.): first row, chief Steward
manuel estrella Jr., chief officer geronimo almeria, captain
francisco lamasan and chief Steward Bayani aquino.
Second row, pumpman marlon dumdum, chief officer Jose
Bunda, able Seaman danilo real, oiler antonio caras and
fitter ernesto roque. Third row, pumpman John hermo,
cook rolando Belen, oiler Sotero Serafin, electrical engineer
edwin garanzo, Bosun/pumpman edwin damole, oiler loven
nono, chief officer Benjamin dola and fitter lolito loveria.
fourth row, able Seaman rocilio Quintela, oiler libertito
Trinidad, able Seaman arsenio guarda, fitter edgardo
caubalejo, Bosun/pumpman Jose hernandez, Bosun
mohammad adhan maing and Second officer marcelo Bacsa.  

celebrating 30 years in September: chief Steward leovigildo
gallart and fitter arnulfo Sta. cruz with their families.  

25-Year awards in august (l. to r.): chief officer charly igot,
chief Steward rolando adame, able Seaman felixberto
isales, pumpman ronaldo mojica, pumpman eddie Sumadia,
chief cook caesar morente, able Seaman Santiago maloles,
Bosun/pumpman nestor aguila, oiler Victor geduriagao,
Bosun/pumpman armel roberto, oiler eduardo Jordan,
fitter cristino Villahermosa, oiler dante pitogo and oiler
eduardo orozco, pictured with their family members. 

Stolt seafarers celebrate many years of service

celebrating 40 years of service in may (l. to r.): captain
Santos Tope, fitter manuel de guzman and pumpman
andres oca with their wives.

30 years of service recognised in may: chief engineer
edgardo Bautista and Third engineer noel isales, pictured
with family members.

10-Year awards were presented in may to chief engineer
denis popov, chief officer leon van der merwe, chief officer
fedor Yurkov, chief officer pavel Kumanin, and twin brothers
electrical engineers Vladimir and Sergey dedusenko.   

celebrating 30 years in august: pictured with family
members, chief engineer luis antonio Tejada and oiler mario
cosme.     



(l. to r.) captain horst Wolmeyer, captain arkady Khramushin, Second engineer peteris damasevics, chief officer aldis grecs
with his wife, inga, dirk holmen, paul Sloof, captain andrey Tolstov with his wife and daughter, ekaterina and elizaveta,
captain Konstantins Timsans, igor Segeda, captain nikolay grigorev, paolo enoizi and chief engineer neil Simons with his
wife, Beverley.   
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| June 20, 2015
Zhan Jun Ban Captain

| June 29, 2015
Qi You Chen Second Engineer

| July 1, 2015
Aleksandrs Romanovs Captain

| July 4, 2015
Alexander Tumanov Second Engineer

| July 9, 2015
Mikhail Suzdalev Second Engineer

| July 14, 2015
Arturas Valauskas Chief Officer

| July 19, 2015
Jevgenijs Savenecs Second Engineer

| July 26, 2015
Dmitrii Semiannikov Second Engineer

| August 1, 2015
Hoai Nam Le Chief Officer

| August 3, 2015
Ping Lu Chief Engineer

| August 6, 2015
Denis Popov Chief Engineer

| August 14, 2015
Artemio Alega Second Engineer

| August 21, 2015
Kirils Batura Captain

| August 28, 2015
Argie Riconalla Chief Officer

| September 7, 2015
John Romer Elpa Chief Officer
Gurinder Singh Gill Chief Officer

| September 8, 2015
Dmitriy Basenko Chief Engineer

| September 9, 2015
Andrey Leshtayev Chief Engineer

| September 16, 2015
Nenad Albini Captain

| September 18, 2015
Vladislavs Kairovs Captain

| September 19, 2015
Sergey Blokhin Captain

| September 24, 2015
Kaspars Keiselis Chief Officer

| September 28, 2015
Uldis Sarkans Second Engineer

| October 7, 2015
Vitalijs Selepjonoks Chief Officer

| October 9, 2015
Aliaksandr Louzhynski Chief Officer

| October 15, 2015
Pavel Dobrovolskii Chief Officer

| October 22, 2015
Yuriy Klyushkin Chief Engineer

| October 23, 2015
Julius Ian Tan Captain  

SEA STAFF PROMOTIONS

Vladislavs Kairovs Sergey Blokhin Yuriy Klyushkin Julius Ian Tan 

Kirils Batura Dmitriy Basenko Andrey Leshtayev Nenad Albini 

Zhan Jun Ban Aleksandrs Romanovs Ping Lu Denis Popov 

25-Year awards in September (l. to r.): pumpman Jose Joel
Buhain, able Seaman protacio Ybona, oiler antonio cardinal,
oiler Samson legaspi, fitter melchor Tubojan, chief Steward
ramon constantino, messman marcelino campang and chief
Steward Wilfredo ferrer, pictured with their families.    

Igor Segeda and Gunnar Jauernig presented
10-Year Awards to three Electical Engineers
while visiting our manning agent, Awmar, in
Poland on October 7.

igor Segeda (left), gunnar Jauernig (far right) with award
recipients electrical engineers adam grobelak, zbigniew
rzeszutko and Krzysztof gronowski. 

10-Year Awards presented
in Poland On September 19, during the awards dinner of

the Senior Officers Conference in Riga, Captain
Horst Wolmeyer and Chief Engineer Neil Simons
received their 25-Year Awards. Six officers
received their 10-Year Awards: Captain Nikolay

Grigorev, Captain Andrey Tolstov, Captain
Arkady Khramushin, Captain Konstantins
Timsans, Second Engineer Peteris Damasevics
and Chief Officer Aldis Grecs.

Long service awards for senior officers 

Stolt onboard



STOLT-NIELSEN OFFICES AND FACILITIES

argenTina
Stolt-Nielsen Argentina S.A.
Buenos Aires
Tel: +54 11 4345 5001
Fax: +54 11 4345 5004

aUSTralia
Stolt-Nielsen Australia Pty Ltd
Melbourne
Tel: +61 3 9820 3288
Fax: +61 3 9820 9755

Stolthaven Australia Pty Ltd
Altona
Tel: +61 3 9931 1880
Fax: +61 3 9931 1099

BermUda
Stolt-Nielsen M.S. Ltd
Hamilton
Tel: +1 441 292 7337
Fax: +1 441 295 5655

Stolt Tank Containers Leasing Ltd
Tel: +1 441 292 7371
Fax: +1 441 295 5655

Brazil
Stolthaven (Santos) Ltda.
Santos
Tel: +55 13 3295 9000
Fax: +55 13 3295 9002

Stolt-Nielsen Brasil Afretamento Ltda.
São Paulo
Tel: +55 11 3897 4999
Fax: +55 11 3897 4950

china
Stolt-Nielsen Transportation (Shanghai) Ltd
Shanghai
Tel: +86 21 5877 9779
Fax: +86 21 5877 9778

Stolt-Nielsen Transportation (Shanghai) Ltd
Shenzhen
Tel: +86 755 2667 6359
Fax: +86 755 2667 6375

Stolt-Nielsen Transportation (Shanghai) Ltd
Tianjin 
Tel: +86 22 2837 2278
Fax: +86 22 2837 2279

colomBia
Stolt Tank Containers Colombia Ltda.
Bogota
Tel: +57 1 620 9205
Fax: +57 1 620 9205

france
Stolt Tank Containers France SAS
Le Havre
Tel: +33 2 32 79 63 00
Fax: +33 2 35 30 03 56

germanY
Stolt Tank Containers Germany GmbH
Hamburg
Tel: +49 40 35 09 08 0
Fax: +49 40 35 09 08 37

Stolt-Nielsen Germany GmbH
Duisburg
Tel: +49 20 66 20 99 55
Fax: +49 17 27 08 48 02

india
Stolt Tankers B.V.
Mumbai
Tel: +91 22 2406 5602
Fax: +91 22 2406 5659

Stolt Tank Containers B.V.
Mumbai
Tel: +91 22 2406 5603
Fax: +91 22 2406 5665

iTalY
Stolt Tank Containers Italy S.r.l.
Savona
Tel: +39 019 216 0190
Fax: +39 019 216 2061

Japan
Stolt-Nielsen Japan Co. Ltd
Tokyo
Tel: +81 3 5562 7001
Fax: +81 3 5562 7059

Korea
Stolt-Nielsen Korea Ltd.
Seoul
Tel: +82 2 720 6756
Fax: +82 2 720 6757

meXico
Stolt-Nielsen Mexico S.A. de C.V.
Mexico City
Tel: +52 55 5308 2609
Fax: +52 55 5308 2609

neTherlandS
Stolt Tankers B.V.
Rotterdam
Tel: +31 10 299 6666
Fax: +31 10 299 4400

Stolthaven Terminals B.V.
Rotterdam
Tel: +31 10 299 6666
Fax: +31 10 299 4400

Stolt Tank Containers B.V.
Rotterdam
Tel: +31 10 281 8888
Fax: +31 10 281 8889

neW zealand
Stolthaven New Zealand Limited
Auckland
Tel: +64 9 917 2520
Fax: +64 9 917 2523

norWaY
Stolt-Nielsen Norway AS
Oslo
Tel: +47 22 80 75 80
Fax: +47 22 80 75 81

Stolt-Nielsen Gas AS
Oslo
Tel: +47 22 00 48 00
Fax: +47 22 80 75 81

philippineS
Stolt-Nielsen Philippines Inc.
Manila
Tel: +63 2 830 7900
Fax: +63 2 857 2537

SaUdi araBia
Stolt Tank Containers Saudi Arabia Ltd  
Tel: +966 13 887 0969  
Fax: +966 13 887 0989

Singapore
Stolt-Nielsen Singapore Pte. Ltd
Tel: +65 6273 4844
Fax: +65 6273 7750

Stolt Bitumen Singapore Pte. Ltd
Tel: +65 6277 6135
Fax: +65 6277 6003

SoUTh africa
Stolt-Nielsen Africa Pty Ltd
Durban
Tel: +27 31 561 4122
Fax: +27 31 561 4599

Spain
Stolt Sea Farm S.A.
Santiago de Compostela
Tel: +34 981 837501
Fax: +34 981 761031

SWiTzerland
Stolt-Nielsen Switzerland AG
Zug
Tel: +41 41 766 3020
Fax: +41 41 710 2666

TaiWan
Stolt-Nielsen Taiwan Co. Ltd
Taipei
Tel: +886 2 2518 5078
Fax: +886 2 2509 2679

TUrKeY
Stolt Tank Containers Istanbul
Denizcilik ve Nakliyat A.S.
Istanbul
Tel: +90 216 467 7730
Fax: +90 216 467 7930

UniTed araB emiraTeS
Stolt-Nielsen Indian Ocean & 
Middle East Service Ltd
Dubai
Tel: +971 4 384 2444
Fax: +971 4 358 7727

UniTed Kingdom
Stolt-Nielsen M.S. Ltd
London
Tel: +44 20 7611 8960
Fax: +44 20 7611 8965

Stolt Tank Containers UK Ltd
Romford
Tel: +44 1708 746070
Fax: +44 1708 733034

Stolthaven Dagenham Ltd
Dagenham
Tel: +44 20 8593 7211
Fax: +44 20 8593 1632

UniTed STaTeS
Stolt-Nielsen USA Inc.
Houston, TX
Tel: +1 281 457 0303
Fax: +1 281 860 5175

Stolthaven Houston Inc. 
Houston, TX 
Tel:  +1 281 860 6800
Fax: +1 281 715 5432

Stolthaven New Orleans LLC
New Orleans, LA
Tel: +1 504 682 9989
Fax: +1 504 682 9803

Sterling Caviar LLC
Elverta, CA
Tel: +1 916 991 4420
Fax: +1 916 991 4334


